Comment from Democracy Forward on Mass, Computer-Generated, and Fraudulent Comments
May 24, 2021
My organization and eight other public interest organizations recently submitted the attached
letter to GSA outlining our concerns regarding the new version of Regulations.Gov. We believe
it may be of interest to the ACUS Committee on Rulemaking. Please treat this email and
attachment as a formal comment submission to the Committee.
We are happy to answer any questions you might have.
Samara Spence,
Democracy Forward

May 17, 2021
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
Katy Kale, Acting Administrator
U.S. General Services Administration
Tobias Schroeder, Director
eRulemaking Program Management Office
Office of Regulation Management
Office of Government-wide Policy
U.S. General Services Administration
tobias.schroeder@gsa.gov;
eRulemaking@gsa.gov

Nitin Shah, General Counsel
Office of the General Counsel
U.S. General Services Administration
Eddie Hartwig, Acting Administrator
U.S. Digital Service
Edward_j_hartwig@usds.gov;
usds@omb.eop.gov

Dear Acting Administrator Kale, Director Schroeder, General Counsel Shah, and Acting
Administrator Hartwig:
Democracy Forward and eight other public interest organizations (“Signatory
Organizations”)1 are writing to call your attention to substantial barriers to public access to
agency rulemaking dockets—to the detriment of agency transparency and accountability—
created by Regulations.Gov, a website managed by the U.S. General Services Administration
(“GSA”) through the eRulemaking program. The new version of the website, conceived and
planned during the Trump administration, represents an extraordinary retrenchment in public
access. GSA has an opportunity and obligation to correct this issue.
Regulations.Gov has long been the primary public access point for agency rulemaking
“e-dockets” and their contents, such as proposed and final rules, supporting data, and public
comments. Despite its historical limitations, the prior version of Regulations.Gov maintained edocket information in a way that was rationally organized and reasonably accessible to interested
parties. Unfortunately, the new version of Regulations.Gov erects substantial and unacceptable
barriers to the work of organizations such as Democracy Forward and the Signatory
Organizations that seek to access rulemaking dockets, engage with the regulatory process,
educate the public, provide feedback on government proposals, and monitor or enforce agencies’
compliance with federal law. In doing so, the new Regulations.Gov implicates section 206 of the
E-Government Act of 2002 and the Federal Information Policy Act.2
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This letter is joined by Public Citizen, the Georgetown Law Institute for Constitutional Advocacy and Protection,
the National Health Law Program, the National Center for Youth Law, Planned Parenthood Federation of America,
the Center for Science in the Public Interest, Union of Concerned Scientists, and the Natural Resources Defense
Council.
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44 U.S.C. § 3506(b)(1)(C).

Part I of this letter explains the role of Regulations.Gov in agencies’ compliance with
their legal obligations and in the work of public interest organizations like Democracy Forward
and the Signatory Organizations. Part II explains the unacceptable deficiencies in the publicfacing user experience that were introduced by the new website and the arbitrary GSA policies
that have made it infeasible for members of the public to build a workaround solution. This
explanation is supplemented by Appendices A (a detailed Regulations.Gov User Experience
Journey) and B (Technical Problems with Regulations.Gov API). Part III calls attention to
various ways in which the failures of the new Regulations.Gov undermines GSA’s and other
federal agencies’ compliance with law. Finally, in Part IV, we request that GSA take all
necessary steps to restore reasonable access to rulemaking e-dockets and their contents. We
propose specific and straightforward steps that would immediately provide incremental
improvements to Regulations.Gov. And we further urge GSA to conduct thorough public user
research and redesign both the website and the “application programming interface” (“API”) to
be more usable as specified in the U.S. Chief Information Officer’s Digital Service Playbook.
GSA should act with urgency. Each day that passes with regulatory docket information
locked behind the broken Regulations.Gov website is one in which the ability of the public to
review, assess, engage with, and, if necessary, object to the work of the federal government is
critically hampered.
I.

Regulations.Gov Was Originally Created to Increase Public Access to Agency
Rulemaking Dockets and to Enhance Agency Transparency and Accountability.

Regulations.Gov was established in 2003 to implement the requirements of section 206
of the E-Government Act of 2002.3 Section 206 was intended to “improve performance in the
development and issuance of agency regulations by using information technology to increase
access, accountability, and transparency” and “enhance public participation in Government by
electronic means, consistent with requirements” of the APA.4 To the extent practicable, it
requires agencies to:
make dockets for rulemakings under 5 U.S.C. § 553 of the APA available on a
publicly accessible website or “e-docket;”
make available on the e-docket “all submissions” under 5 U.S.C. § 553(c) of the
APA, which requires agencies to allow members of the public to submit comments
and written data on proposed rulemakings;
make available on the e-docket all other material “that by agency rule or practice” are
part of the rulemaking docket under 5 U.S.C. § 553(c) of the APA; and
electronically accept comment submissions under 5 U.S.C. § 553(c) of the APA.5
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See Pub. L. No. 107-347, § 206, 116 Stat. 2899, 2915 (2002).
Id. § 206(a).
5
Id. § 206 (c)-(d).
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A. Regulations.Gov Is the Primary—and Often Only—Public Docket for Federal
Agency Rulemaking.
Regulations.Gov is the primary vehicle through which most federal agencies comply with
the e-docket requirements of the E-Government Act.6 Agencies create e-dockets and upload
material through the Federal Docket Management System (“FDMS”); FDMS then manages a
data feed that updates e-dockets on Regulations.Gov on a daily basis.7
Regulations.Gov is operated by the eRulemaking Program, a cross-agency initiative
established in 2002 pursuant to the E-Government Act.8 From 2003 until 2019, the eRulemaking
Project Management Office (“PMO”) was housed in the Environmental Protection Agency
(“EPA”).9 In October 2019, the Trump Administration transferred ownership of the
eRulemaking PMO to the newly established GSA Office of Regulation Management.10
Consistent with the intent of the E-Government Act, the purpose of Regulations.Gov is to
“remove[] the logistical barriers that made it difficult for a citizen to participate in the complex
regulatory process” and to ensure that “the public can participate and impact Federal rules and
regulations.”11 Over time, the website has become the primary—and sometimes only—resource
for public access of agency rulemaking dockets under 5 U.S.C. § 553 of the APA. For example,
EPA’s Docket Center website directs users to its e-dockets on Regulations.Gov.12 While EPA
has a physical Docket Center Reading Room available to those who have the means to travel to
Washington, D.C. during the work week, even that option has been unavailable during the
COVID-19 pandemic.13 In order to continue to promote the goals of the E-Government Act and
modern realities, the Administrative Conference of the United States has recommended that
Regulations.Gov be managed in a manner to achieve “maximum public disclosure.”14
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Admin. Conf. of the U.S., Recommendation 2018-6, Improving Access to Regulation.gov’s Rulemaking Dockets,
84 Fed. Reg. 2139, 2143 (Dec. 13, 2018). Some independent agencies such as the Securities and Exchange
Commission do not participate. Id. In all, 221 federal agencies rely on Regulations.Gov. Review of E-Rulemaking
Comment Systems: Joint Hearing Before the Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations and the Subcomm. on Reg.
Affairs & Mgmt. of the S. Comm. on Homeland Sec. & Governmental Affairs, 116th Cong. 1 (2019) (statement of
Elizabeth Angerman, Principal Deputy Associate Administrator, Office of Government-Wide Policy, GSA) (“GSA
Comments to Senate Committee”).
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Id.; 84 Fed. Reg. at 2143.
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84 Fed. Reg. at 2143.
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Id.
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About the eRulemaking Initiative, Regulations.Gov, https://www.regulations.gov/about (last visited May 6, 2021).
The PMO works closely with an Executive Steering Committee comprised of representatives of 43 agencies and an
Advisory Board comprised of representatives of partner agencies. Id.
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Id.
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EPA Docket Center, https://www.epa.gov/dockets (last visited May 6, 2021).
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EPA Docket Center Reading Room, https://www.epa.gov/dockets/epa-docket-center-reading-room (last visited
May 6, 2021).
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78 Fed. Reg. 41,352, 41,360 (July 10, 2013).
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B. The Original Regulations.Gov Facilitated the Public’s Ability to Participate in
Rulemaking and Hold Government Agencies Accountable.
The original version of Regulations.Gov greatly increased the ability of the public to
participate in the rulemaking process and hold agencies accountable. Members of the public like
Democracy Forward and the Signatory Organizations have used it to review proposed
rulemakings, consider comments already submitted by others, and submit comments to assist
agencies in their rulemaking process. Once rules have been finalized, organizations used the
website to review final rules, supporting material, and public comments to determine whether the
agency complied with the law and, if not, to explain any deficiencies to the agency or to a court.
Organizations like Democracy Forward and the Signatory Organizations that seek to
assess the validity of agency actions and to educate the public on agency actions often have a
particular need to locate and review public comments. Public comments can inform, for
example, what an agency knew and should have addressed during the rulemaking process or
what potential challenges to a rulemaking have been preserved for judicial review.15 But
complex rulemakings may have tens or even hundreds of thousands of comments submitted by
advocacy groups, regulated entities, and private individuals.16 And not all comments are created
equal. Comments submitted by an organization or regulated entity with subject-matter expertise,
for example, are likely to be of particular interest to the work of Democracy Forward and the
Signatory Organizations. Comments submitted in the form of a letter or brief, rather than as a
text entry to a web form, are likely to have more detail and better support, particularly if they
include scientific and other data. The ability to efficiently review and quickly identify the
comments most likely to contain relevant feedback to the agency is crucial to our ability to
undertake our work.
For example, Democracy Forward brought numerous lawsuits challenging final rules
issued by federal agencies between 2017 and 2020, such as the recently filed challenge to the
Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS’s”) “Sunset Rule.”17 Access to e-docket
information facilitated this work. By reviewing 530 public comments, Democracy Forward was
able to uncover that the Sunset Rule was nearly universally opposed and that many commenters
objected to the unreasonably short public comment period.18 HHS itself has acknowledged the
public value of this effort; the errors identified in Democracy Forward’s litigation convinced
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E.g., Perez v. Mortg. Bankers Ass’n, 575 U.S. 92, 96 (2015) (“An agency must consider and respond to significant
comments received during the period for public comment.”); 42 U.S.C. § 7607(d)(7)(B) (Under the Clean Air Act,
“[o]nly an objection to a rule or procedure which was raised with reasonable specificity during the period for public
comment . . . may be raised during judicial review.”).
16
For example, a proposed rule under Section 1557 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act induced the
public to submit 155,966 comments. https://www.regulations.gov/document/HHS-OCR-2019-0007-0001.
17
County of Santa Clara v. U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, No. 21-cv-1655 (N.D. Cal. filed Mar. 9,
2021). The Sunset Rule amended approximately 18,000 regulations issued by HHS to add automatic expiration
dates. See 86 Fed. Reg. 5,694 (Jan. 19, 2021).
18
Complaint, County of Santa Clara, Dkt. 1 ¶¶ 48-50, 60 (filed Mar. 9, 2021).
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HHS to issue a regulatory freeze of the rule during the pendency of the litigation.19 Similarly,
relying on review of the relevant e-docket, the National Center for Youth Law challenged a
Department of Education rule held to have illegally delayed important protections for children
with disabilities.20
Although imperfect, the original Regulations.Gov reasonably accommodated the need to
access e-dockets and their contents. It was rationally organized and permitted the public to
search for and find e-dockets and their contents. It had a “docket summary” landing page, which
included summaries of, and links to, the major docket contents, such as proposed and final rules,
supporting material, and comments. While it was not always possible to easily review comments
directly from the website, users could download an index of comments in comma separated
value “CSV” spreadsheet format.21 As shown in Attachment A, a sample excerpt from a CSV
file downloaded from the prior version of Regulations.Gov, these indices contained useful
information on the person and organization that submitted the comment and whether it has
attachments.22 This allowed users to skim the comments for relevance. The original
Regulations.Gov also permitted users to “bulk download” comments. Armed with the index and
a full comment set, users could locate and access the relevant material offline.
II.

Trump Administration Changes to Regulations.Gov Impair the Public’s Ability
to Reasonably Access Rulemaking e-Dockets.

Regulations.Gov was originally built on an Adobe application framework called Flash,
which, like all technologies, eventually became outdated. In July 2017, six months into the
Trump administration, Adobe announced that Flash would be phased out by the end of 2020.23
From July 2017 until October 2019, the Trump administration did little, if anything, to prepare
for the technological change.
On October 1, 2019, the Trump administration transferred the eRulemaking Program to
GSA under a new Office of Regulation Management, “put[ting] GSA under a challenging
timeline to replace the software only 14 months after assuming ownership of the eRulemaking
systems.”24 In a statement later that month to the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental
Affairs Committee, a GSA official said that it nonetheless intended to “improve the customer
experience” for existing services on Regulations.Gov and to “apply innovative technology
19

86 Fed. Reg. 15,404, 15,405 (Mar. 23, 2021) (staying the Sunset Rule under 5 U.S.C. § 705 because “the Court
could find merit in some of Plaintiffs’ claims”).
20
Council of Parent Attorneys and Advocates, Inc. v. DeVos, 365 F.Supp.3d 28 (D.D.C. 2019).
21
See Attachment A (Spreadsheet display of CSV file downloaded from the prior version of Regulations.Gov for the
rulemaking docket PHMSA-2011-0023). This spreadsheet shows data fields for “Document Title,” “Document
Type,” “Attachment Count,” “Submitter Last Name,” “Submitter First Name,” “Organization,” “Document ID,”
“Document Sub Type,” “File Type,” “Number of Pages,” and “Document Detail” (which contains a link to the detail
webpage). Additional fields have been hidden from view on the attachment.
22
Id.
23
Frederic Lardinois, Get ready to finally say goodbye to Flash—in 2020, Tech Crunch (July 25, 2017),
https://techcrunch.com/2017/07/25/get-ready-to-say-goodbye-to-flash-in-2020/.
24
Attachment B (meeting minutes from Dec. 1, 2020 meeting of the eRulemaking Advisory Board and the Change
Control Board).
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solutions to promote public access, accountability, and transparency.”25 Unfortunately, many of
the changes instead worsened the public-facing user experience, harming transparency and
accountability in the process.
A. Without Conducting Appropriate Public-Facing User Research—and Without
Adequate Funding—GSA Implemented a Deficient Version of
Regulations.Gov.
As far as we can tell, GSA made little attempt to follow key portions of the U.S. Chief
Information Officer’s Digital Services Playbook, a set of guidelines for how government
agencies should design and build digital media (like websites) through which the public interacts
with government.26 Because Regulations.Gov is supposed to facilitate public involvement, GSA
should have focused in particular on “Plays” 1, 2, and 3: “understand what people need,” address
the whole user experience, and make the digital platform “simple and intuitive.”27 GSA instead
appears to have skipped the steps affecting the public-facing user experience.
GSA’s primary attempt at public engagement—a notice in the Federal Register inviting
members of the public and subject matter experts to attend one of two town hall meetings or to
submit public comment—was poorly publicized and not focused on understanding how the
public uses Regulations.Gov.28 Crucially, the notice requested input about “modernization” of
the website and ways to improve its functionality, but nowhere alerted the public that GSA was
contemplating a drastic decrease in public access to regulatory information. The notice was
published during the holidays, on December 31, 2019, and required “proposals” to be presented
at the first meeting to be submitted to GSA only ten days later, by January 10, 2020. The
transcript of the first town hall meeting shows that it was focused primarily on agency concerns
about mass and fake comment submissions.29 Slides from the second town hall meeting
similarly focus on the management of mass and fake comments as well as agency use of
comments.30 The only discussion of the public-facing user experience of Regulations.Gov came
in the form of comments from the President of the American Association of Law Libraries, who
recommended an increase in functionality affecting public users on Regulations.Gov.31 And,
despite the widespread impact of changes to Regulations.Gov, it appears that GSA’s poor efforts
at public engagement resulted in only a single, off-point public comment.32
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GSA Comments to Senate Committee.
U.S. Digital Service, Digital Services Playbook, https://playbook.cio.gov/ (last visited May 6, 2021).
27
Id.
26

28

See 84 Fed. Reg. 72,364 (Dec. 31, 2019).

29
Tr. GSA, Mass & Fake Comments:Public Meeting (Jan. 30, 2020), available at
https://downloads.regulations.gov/GSA-GSA-2019-0002-0028/attachment_1.pdf.
30
GSA, Public Meeting Consolidated Slides (Apr. 30, 2020), https://www.regulations.gov/document/GSA-GSA2020-0002-0014.
31
Id. Slides 49-53.
32
See Comment on GSA Notice: Meetings: Modernizing Services for Regulation Management (posted Jan. 29,
2020), https://www.regulations.gov/document/GSA-GSA-2019-0002-0025. As explained further in Appendix A, as
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GSA’s other attempt at public engagement was to intermittently redirect users of
Regulations.Gov to a “Beta” version of the new website instead of the old version. The Beta
version was available online at least as of May 21, 2020, less than a month following GSA’s
second town hall meeting, and included a link for public feedback. As far as we can tell, there is
no public record of the feedback GSA received from users testing its Beta website. However,
anecdotally, staff members at Democracy Forward and the National Center for Youth Law (a
Signatory Organization) contacted GSA at various times to report frustrations with the
distressing diminishment in public access to rulemaking dockets (detailed further below), and
GSA staff reported that they had received similar feedback from others. Also anecdotally, public
Twitter and blog posts expressed frustration with, among other things, the Beta site’s poor search
functionality and lack of usable information on comment lists, and encouraged others to submit
feedback.33
By December 17, 2020, GSA was able to release only a pared-down replacement version
of Regulations.Gov (then still labelled “Beta”) that had “only certain core functions required by
agencies.”34 Basic features previously available on the old version of Regulations.Gov—
including those used by agencies such as deduplication and bulk upload, as well as those used
primarily by members of the public such as comment indices and bulk comment download—
were not included.
Worse, the Trump White House deliberately underfunded the program for 2021.
According to minutes from a December 2020 meeting of the eRulemaking Advisory Board, the
PMO estimated that it needed $1.6 million simply to add features requested by agencies.35
However, the Trump administration requested only $1 million and received less.36 Even basic
features required by the agency-side FDMS system, such as deduplication and bulk upload, were
planned for 2021 only in “manual workaround” format.37 GSA reported that it would “not be
able to restore the full service” or implement many “key features” in fiscal year 2021.38 Of the
features that were planned, nearly all were focused on the agency-side FDMS system or other
with other information supposedly available on Regulations.Gov, the e-docket for this notice and its contents are
extremely difficult to find. If other comments exist, they are not reasonably accessible on Regulations.Gov.
33
Kurt R. Karst, Tuesdays (and Thursdays) with Regulations.gov BETA, FDA Law Blog (June 11, 2020),
https://www.fdalawblog.net/2020/06/tuesdays-and-thursdays-with-regulations-gov-beta/ (“Unfortunately, the new,
but not improved, Beta site is not so easy to maneuver.”); Rachel Fabi (@faBioethics), Twitter (Sept. 29, 2020),
https://twitter.com/faBioethics/status/1310986019035021313?s=20 (“Is the ‘beta’ version of regulations.gov just . . .
a non-functional version of the old website??”); Joe Valenti (@moneyjoev), Twitter (Aug. 20, 2020),
https://twitter.com/moneyjoev/status/1296537679757180929?s=20 (“Is it just me or is the new beta site for
regulations.gov simply awful and unhelpful?”); Natalie Fertig (@natsfert), Twitter (May 21, 2020),
https://twitter.com/natsfert/status/1263572540133433347 (“I want to know if I can submit a comment to protest the
new regulatory comments page layout. Each entry used to say who submitted the comment/what org they were from
BEFORE you opened it!”).
34
Attachment B.
35
Id. This amount apparently did not include the cost to add important public-facing features.
36
Id.
37
Id.
38
Id.
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agency requests.39 There was no 2021 plan to restore the most basic public-facing features, such
as bulk download or comment search and sort.40
As of February 18, 2021, the Beta version was finalized as the new Regulations.Gov,
entirely replacing the old version, while addressing none of the Beta version’s significant
shortcomings.41 The eRulemaking program claims that the new version “makes it easier for the
public to participate in the regulatory process” and “enhance[s] search capabilities.”42 This has
been far from the experience of Democracy Forward and the Signatory Organizations.
B. The New Regulations.Gov is Poorly Organized and Eliminates Key Features
that Previously Allowed Members of the Public to Hold Agencies Accountable.
The new Regulations.Gov is so poorly designed that it impairs the ability of public
organizations like Democracy Forward and the Signatory Organizations to find and understand
e-dockets and their contents, to sort and manage comments, and even to download e-docket data
in a way that would allow users to sort and manage comments for themselves. These
deficiencies are illustrated in detail in a User Experience Journey in Appendix A, a step-by-step
narrative of the frustrating process of attempting to locate and use e-docket information. To
summarize:
The website’s ineffective search functionality makes it extremely difficult to find
e-dockets. Users are unable to locate dockets using the docket number character
format listed in the Federal Register (because search does not account for nonstandard characters) or with partial docket numbers (which are sometimes listed
in the Federal Register). Docket number search takes users not to docket pages,
but to “documents,” many of which having nothing to do with the docket or
agency searched.
The elimination of docket summary pages and the poor data organization
exacerbate the difficulty of locating relevant dockets. For example, the docket for
a Federal Register Notice called “Modernizing Services for Regulation
Management” is vaguely labelled in Regulations.Gov as “GSA- Notices -2019,”
making it impossible for a user to search by title for this and similar dockets.
Comments are unreasonably difficult to locate. The comment indicator on the
docket page does not link to comments. Comments are instead hidden behind
“documents” with no signals to the user for where to find them; user must click
around on all the documents to find them, and even then, some comments are
impossible to locate.

39

Attachment C at 4-18 (eRulemaking Update, Office of Regulation Management, December 15, 2020).
Id. at 4.
41
Frequently Asked Questions:Site FAQs, Regulations.Gov, https://www.regulations.gov/faq?type=site (last visited
May 6, 2021).
42
Managing the Federal Rulemaking Process, GSA, https://www.gsa.gov/policy-regulations/regulations/managingthe-federal-rulemaking-process (last visited May 6, 2021).
40
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Comment lists, once located, provide no information that would assist the user to
determine which comments to review further. For example, the lists do not
display author, organization, comment text, or whether the comment has an
attachment, even though Regulations.Gov maintains data fields for this
information on each comment. There is no option to sort or filter comments.
There is no ability to view comment attachments in the webpage without
downloading the comment, requiring 3-4 extra clicks simply for the user to
determine if a comment is relevant.
Agencies use the comment data fields (like “author” and “title”) inconsistently
and may not use them at all. Comment titles may be identical for each comment,
making it difficult for users to divide comment review or keep track of which
comments have already been reviewed.
The new website eliminates the option from the original Regulations.Gov to
download a comment index in a CSV spreadsheet file, making it impossible for
users to skim comments offline to determine which ones are relevant.
The new website eliminates the option to bulk download comments.
The new website eliminates the ability to sign up for docket alert emails.
C. Artificial Restrictions of the eRulemaking Program and Poor Data
Organization on Regulations.Gov Make It Impossible for Third Party Web
Applications to Effectively Incorporate and Organize E-Docket Information.
The frustrating experience of using the new Regulations.Gov website may lead some
members of the public to attempt to build their own technological workaround to create for
themselves a more functional process. The eRulemaking program expressly encourages the
public to do this. Regulations.Gov permits members of the public to request an “application
programming interface” or “API” (a tool used by web developers to allow one web application to
talk to another) key through the Data.Gov portal to “allow for users to find creative ways to
present regulatory data.”43 An API “key” is code that authorizes a system or person to retrieve
data from one website (like e-docket data from Regulations.Gov) and use it in another (like a
third-party web application) where the data can be reorganized in a more user-friendly manner.
In theory, members of the public should be able to use the Regulations.Gov API to create their
own third-party web applications that retrieve e-docket data from Regulations.Gov and better
organize the content.
While the public may be able to create a solution to present data from Regulations.Gov in
a more user-friendly way, artificial restrictions imposed by the GSA, combined with poor
organization of e-docket data, make use of any third-party application technologically infeasible.
These barriers are detailed in Appendix B. To summarize:
The API keys issued by Data.Gov for the eRulemaking Program artificially
restrict the number of API requests allowed in a given time period that external
43

Regulations.Gov API, OpenGSA, https://open.gsa.gov/api/regulationsgov/ (last visited May 6, 2021); API Key
Signup, Data.gov, https://api.data.gov/ (last visited May 6, 2021).
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websites can make for Regulations.Gov data. The restriction is so low that (given
the organization of data on Regulations.Gov), an external web application
attempting to provide an index of comments to a typical docket (such as HHSOS-2020-0012, which has 530 comments) would only be able to support a single
user’s access to a single docket in a given hour. For a larger docket (such as
HHS-OCR-2019-0007-0001, which has 155,966 comments), the rate limit would
cause the external website to take 156 hours—or 6 1/2 days—to simply provide
users with an index of an e-docket’s contents.
Under a policy established during the Trump administration, GSA denies all web
developer requests for a permanent increase to the rate limit. GSA will approve
only a limited rate limit increase and only for a two-week period.
The rate limit problem is exacerbated by the improper sorting and filtering options
in the API and the insufficient data that api.Regulations.Gov provides in response
to an API “call” for a comment list. When a third-party machine requests a list of
comments for a document, the information returned does not include basic data
fields such as author, organization, comment text, or whether the comment has an
attachment. This means that the third-party application would have to make a
separate “call” to Regulations.Gov for more information on each individual
comment simply to generate a usable comment index.
The ability of a third-party web application to use information from the comment
data fields is further impeded by the agencies’ poor and inconsistent use of critical
comment detail data fields. Comments may have blank data fields (such as
“Submitter Name” and “Organization Name”) and may have identical comment
titles or titles that cannot be sorted by a machine. These issues mean that any
comment index generated by an external website may not contain meaningful
information at all.
III.

Regulations.Gov In Its Current Form Frustrates GSA’s Obligations Under the
E-Government Act and the Federal Information Policy Act.

These new and artificial technological barriers are at cross-purposes with the EGovernment Act. They decrease rather than “increase [the] access, accountability, and
transparency” purposes of the E-Government Act. See Pub. L. No. 107-347, § 206. They
diminish rather than “enhance public participation in Government by electronic means.” See id.
Instead of making rulemaking dockets and “all submissions” under 5 U.S.C. § 553(c) of the APA
available on a publicly accessible website, the new Regulations.Gov has made rulemaking
dockets nearly inaccessible for practical purposes. See id.
The new Regulations.Gov also falls short of satisfying GSA’s obligations under the
Federal Information Policy Act, which generally governs the thoroughness and consistency of
information dissemination by the federal government. By law, each agency, including GSA, is
responsible for “improv[ing] the integrity, quality, and utility of information to all users within
and outside the agency, including capabilities for ensuring dissemination of public information
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[and] public access to government information.”44 Congress, courts, and the public rely on “the
transparent nature of administrative record building” to “facilitate[] accountability” of the
agencies.45 Administrative records allow Congress to “evaluate the agency’s implementation of
legislative goals and formulate legislative responses,” allow “courts to assess agency
decisionmaking,” and “provide both private groups and other government institutions with
meaningful yardsticks for reviewing, assessing, and critiquing ultimate agency action.”46
In short, by replacing Regulations.Gov with a new version that restricts the flow of
information that agencies are required by law to disclose and that is necessary for meaningful
judicial review, the Trump administration created barriers for advocacy organizations and
watchdogs such as Democracy Forward and the Signatory Organizations, calling into question
GSA’s compliance with federal law.
IV.

GSA Should Immediately Correct the Technological Barriers to Access Created
by the New Regulations.Gov.

To ameliorate these concerns, GSA should take immediate steps to ensure that members
of the public can reasonably access and use e-dockets and their contents on Regulations.Gov.
The necessary steps include, at least:
Conducting user-experience research with non-government end users, as outlined
in Plays 1 and 2 of the U.S. Chief Information Officer’s Digital Services
Playbook, of both the Regulations.Gov website and the API served at
api.Regulations.Gov.47
Establishing standards for data field usage, training agencies to use them
consistently, and enforcing data standards upon data ingestion from agencies.
Prioritizing website features that will improve the public’s ability to reasonably
access and use Regulations.Gov, including:
o Adding docket summaries with high-level list of docket contents
(including proposed rules, final rules, comments, and supporting material)
with links to each subcategory of content;
o Adding bulk comment download;
o Adding option to download comment index spreadsheets in comma
separated value (“CSV”) format;
o Improving search function to account for non-standard characters (which
will allow recognition of docket number regardless of whether it is entered
using hyphens or en-dashes);
o Adding a data field to comments for “oppose,” “support,” or
“informational only”;
44 U.S.C. § 3506(b)(1)(C).
Kenneth A. Bamberger, Regulation as Delegation: Private Firms, Decisionmaking, and Accountability in the
Administrative State, 56 Duke L.J. 377, 406 (2006).
46
Id. at 407.
47
https://playbook.cio.gov/.
44
45
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o Adding ability to filter comments by, at least, whether or not the comment
has an attachment; and
o Allowing users to sign up for docket notifications.
Prioritizing API features that will enable third-party applications to effectively use
the data, including:
o Allowing users to request permanent increases in their API key rate limits
to, at minimum, 10,000 requests per hour;
o Enabling more granular API field-level filtering capability on comments
within a document (e.g., organization = some value, or has Attachment =
true); and
o Enabling retrieval of comment data when using paged comment list for a
document, including at minimum author name, organization, the existence
of attachments, and an excerpt of the comment text.
Many of these steps could be implemented quickly and would provide immediate, albeit
incremental relief. In addition to these functional changes, we highly recommend that the
eRulemaking program open source the codebase under a permissive license (e.g., MIT, GPLv3,
or BSD) for both Regulations.Gov and api.Regulations.Gov. Open sourcing the codebase will
allow members of the public to discover the source code, make incremental improvements to the
features and functionality of the website and API, and to submit those improvements to the
eRulemaking program for approval and implementation.48 Doing so would be consistent with
Section 5 of the Federal Source Code Policy, as established by M-16-21.49 To facilitate public
assistance, the eRulemaking program should publish instructions on how to run the code locally
and guidelines for public code contributions, including what is required to submit a pull request
to merge code contributions into the government’s codebase. Finally, the codebase should be
included in the source code register maintained by Code.Gov, a program also managed by GSA.
***
Twelve years ago, on President Biden’s second day as then-Vice President, President
Obama signed a Memorandum emphasizing that “information maintained by the Federal
Government is a national asset” and committing to take action to “disclose information rapidly in
forms that the public can readily find and use” while “offer[ing] Americans increased
opportunities to participate in policymaking and to provide their Government with the benefits of

48
The Department of Defense maintains extensive information on how and why to open source government web
applications. Why Open Source, Code.mil, https://code.mil/why-open-source.html (last updated Nov. 2, 2019).
49
Office of Mgmt & Budget, Memorandum for the Heads of Departments and Agencies, Federal Source Code
Policy: Achieving Efficiency, Transparency, and Innovation through Reusable and Open Source Software, M-16-21
(Aug. 8, 2016), available at
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/omb/memoranda/2016/m_16_21.pdf; see also Tony Scott,
The People’s Code, CIO.Gov (Aug. 11, 2016), https://www.cio.gov/2016/08/11/peoples-code.html. According to
Code.Gov, GSA has already updated its policies and acquisition language to be consistent with the Federal Source
Code Policy. Guidance:Agency Compliance, Code.Gov, https://code.gov/agency-compliance/compliance/dashboard
(last visited May 6, 2021).
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their collective expertise and information.”50 These commitments are fundamentally imperiled
by locking vast troves of regulatory information behind the broken interface of the new
Regulations.Gov.
We ask that you act expeditiously to begin to restore reasonable public access to federal
rulemaking dockets. If you would like to discuss this request further, please contact Samara
Spence and Aman George, at 202-701-1785, sspence@democracyforward.org,
ageorge@democracyforward.org. We request that your office provide a written response to this
letter within thirty days.
Sincerely,
Democracy Forward Foundation
Public Citizen
Georgetown Law Institute for Constitutional
Advocacy and Protection
National Health Law Program
National Center for Youth Law
Planned Parenthood Federation of America
Center for Science in the Public Interest
Union of Concerned Scientists
Natural Resources Defense Council

CC: Dominic Mancini, Deputy Administrator, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs,
Office of Management and Budget
Sharon Block, Associate Administrator, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, Office of
Management and Budget
Krystal Brumfield, Associate Administrator, Office of Government-wide Policy, U.S. General
Services Administration
Patricia D. Sheehan Assistant Inspector General for Inspections, GSA Office of the Inspector
General
Jeremy Graboyes, Administrative Conference of the United States

50

Memorandum on Transparency and Open Government, 74 Fed. Reg. 4685 (Jan. 21, 2009).
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APPENDIX A: Regulations.Gov User Experience Journey
To illustrate how the deficiencies in the Regulations.Gov user experience, in
combination, interfere with the public’s reasonable ability to access e-docket content such as
comments, this narrative considers the example of the e-docket for the Sunset Rule, an illegal
rule issued by HHS during the lame-duck period of the Trump administration that is currently the
subject of litigation filed by Democracy Forward.1
Simply finding the docket for the Sunset Rule is difficult because of the ineffective search
function and lack of docket summaries.
The Federal Register Notice for the Sunset Rule lists the docket number as HHS–OS–
2020–0012.2 A user would reasonably copy the docket number and enter it into the search bar
on Regulations.Gov. The results inexplicably take the user to a list of documents (not dockets)
from many agencies outside of HHS, with the Department of Transportation and the
Environmental Protection Agency at the top of the list.3 The left sidebar has an agency filter, but
none show HHS, the agency that issued the rule, which is particularly surprising given that the
agency abbreviation is right there in the docket number.4

1
86 Fed. Reg. 5,694; County of Santa Clara v. U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, No. 21-cv-1655
(N.D. Cal).
2
86 Fed. Reg. 5,694. Docket numbers generally begin with an agency identifier, here “HHS” for the Department of
Health and Human Services.
3
https://www.regulations.gov/search?filter=HHS%E2%80%93OS%E2%80%932020%E2%80%930012.
4
Id.

1

A user might then click to the “docket” tab, but that tab shows only a “[n]o results” note.5
A user might then return to the “documents” tab and filter by the Food and Drug Administration
and the Centers for Medicaid & Medicare because these are sub-agencies of HHS. But this
results in a list of documents unrelated to the Sunset Rule.6
A creative user might try re-typing the docket number as “HHS-OS-2020-0012,” with
short hyphens instead of the en-dashes copied over from the docket number listed in the Federal
Register. This, at last, results in a list of documents that appear relevant—but, still, not the
docket itself.7

To get to the docket, one must click on the “docket” tab and then on the docket for a
Rulemaking called “Securing Updated and Necessary Statutory Evaluations Timely.”8 But,
unlike the old version of Regulations.Gov, the docket page contains no docket summary,9 so it
would take a reasonable user that has a docket number nine clicks and some guess work simply
to find the docket that tells the user nothing about the subject matter of the docket or the number
or types of documents contained in the docket.

5

https://www.regulations.gov/search/docket?filter=HHS%E2%80%93OS%E2%80%932020%E2%80%930012.
regulations.gov/search?agencyIds=FDA%2CCMS&filter=HHS–OS–2020–0012.
7
https://www.regulations.gov/search?filter=HHS-OS-2020-0012.
8
https://www.regulations.gov/search/docket?filter=HHS-OS-2020-0012.
9
https://www.regulations.gov/docket/HHS-OS-2020-0012.
6

2

Locating comments to the Sunset Rule is unnecessarily difficult because comments have
been hidden behind specific documents with no signals to the user.
A small box on the left side of the docket page for the Sunset Rule says “Comments
Received 532,” but the box provides no link to comments.10

A user might click on the tab that says “Browse & Comment on Documents.” That tab
leads to a list of five documents, none of which are comments.11 A “document type” filter on the
left lists three document types, but it includes no comment option.12 The documents listed
include no indication that comments might be hidden behind any specific document.13

10

Id.
https://www.regulations.gov/docket/HHS-OS-2020-0012/document.
12
Id.
13
Id.
11

3

By clicking around on the specific documents, a determined user would eventually find
that clicking on the “Proposed Rule” document brings up a page with the document text and a
new tab that says “Browse comments 530.”14 By clicking on that tab, one finally discovers a list
of 530 comments.15 One might imagine that the other two comments mentioned on the docket
page would be hidden behind other documents, but clicking around does not reveal them. All of
these steps could have been skipped if the docket page simply linked to a list of comments.
The most significant barrier comes from attempting to review comments once the comment
list has been located because the list provides no relevant data that would allow a user to
identify which comments are relevant.
From the comment list on the Sunset Rule, a user finds only a long list of identical
entries: “Public Submission Comment on FR Doc # 2020-23888.”16 There is no information to
help users identify relevant comments: no author or organization, no indication of whether the
comment came with an attached letter or other supporting material, no indication of whether the
commenter supported or opposed the Proposed Rule, and no excerpt from the comment text.17
Nor is there an option that might help users filter the comments to exclude, for example,
comments with no attachments (comments with attachments are usually those that contain the

14

https://www.regulations.gov/document/HHS-OS-2020-0012-0001.
https://www.regulations.gov/document/HHS-OS-2020-0012-0001/comment.
16
Id.
17
Id.
15
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most thorough and substantive discussions of a proposed rule, crafted by individuals or
organizations with direct expertise).

These omissions do not appear to be caused by a lack of data fields for this information.
By clicking on a comment and then clicking on a “submitter info” link on the left, a user can see
that the website collects information on fields like “Submitter Name” and “Organization
Name.”18

18

E.g., https://www.regulations.gov/comment/HHS-OS-2020-0012-0511.
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This information is simply hidden from the comment list, requiring users to click each
individual comment one-by-one to gather this information, rather than presenting it in an
organized list. A search bar allows users to search the comments, but that is only useful if the
user knows what to search for. An organization like Democracy Forward that wants to find
comments by healthcare providers, for example, would need to skim basic comment data to
know which healthcare providers to search for.
The barrier to reviewing comments for the Sunset Rule is exacerbated because GSA has
removed features that previously allowed users to sort comments for themselves.
Unlike the prior version of Regulations.Gov, there is no option to download a CSV
spreadsheet index of comments or to bulk download comments so that the user can sort the data
for themselves.
So, a user’s only option is to manually click through each comment, one by one. The
task is more complicated than necessary because (1) the identical comment titles and lack of an
obvious number count (which appears only in document IDs), make it difficult to keep track of
which comments have been viewed or to divide the task with others, and (2) there is no option to
click on an attachment to view it in a browser window and a user must instead download the
entire comment to view any of its contents. It takes an average of 4 clicks simply to view the
most basic information for each comment. For the Sunset Rule docket, that means over 2,000
clicks—and countless hours—simply to learn basic information that was readily available on the
prior version of Regulations.Gov in a downloadable spreadsheet. And to collate the information
collected over the course of these 2,000 clicks, a user must manually create their own
spreadsheet.
6

Other dockets, such as those maintained by GSA, are even more impossible to navigate.
Our route to accessing the GSA e-docket for its notice seeking comment on updates to
Regulations.Gov for the purpose of this letter was similarly labyrinthine, involving multiple false
starts and dead-ends, hidden comments, and confusing navigation. The Federal Register notice
provides a docket number: 2019–0002.19 A reasonable user who enters this number into the
search bar on Regulations.Gov will not find the docket. Instead, the user will see a list of over
1,000 documents under the “Documents” tab, none of which appear to have anything to do with
GSA.20

The Federal Register notice also has a name: Modernizing Services for Regulation
Management.21 Searching by name does not result in any relevant results under the “docket” tab,
but the “documents” tab at least includes some GSA documents along with of tens of thousands
of irrelevant documents.22

19

84 Fed. Reg. 72,364.
https://www.regulations.gov/search?filter=2019%E2%80%930002.
21
84 Fed. Reg. 72,364.
22
https://www.regulations.gov/search?filter=modernizing%20services%20for%20regulation%20management.
20

7
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The first two documents listed, both called “Meetings: Modernizing Services for
Regulation Management,” appear to be associated with the notice; the second document listed
has the correct date and has a document ID of GSA-GSA-2019-0002-0025, suggesting that the
docket number in the Federal Register was incomplete.23 A user might then click on that
document. The document says it is a “Notice of public meeting and request for comment” and
there is a “Browse Comments” tab that has a number “1” in it.24 But if the user clicks on the
comment tab and then on the only listed comment, one can see that it concerns dogs on airplanes
(indicating we were clearly not in the correct place).25

23

Id.
https://www.regulations.gov/document/GSA-GSA-2019-0002-0025.
25
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/GSA-GSA-2019-0002-0027.
24

9

The user might then back out to the document page again. There is a tiny, easy-to-miss
link at the top that says “Docket (GSA-GSA-2019-0002).”26

26

https://www.regulations.gov/document/GSA-GSA-2019-0002-0025.
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This, finally, directs the user to a docket page.27 The docket is vaguely named “GSANotices -2019” (which provides one possible explanation why it did not come up in the title
search) and, like the Sunset Rule docket, contains no description.28 A box on the left says
“Comments Received 18,” but, again, like with the Sunset Rule docket, there is no link to the
comments.29

Clicking over to a tab that says “Browse & Comment on Documents 32” displays, in
addition to the same document previously viewed, documents that one can easily see have
nothing to do with the notice, such as one entitled “Environmental Impact Statements;
Availability, etc.: Chet Holifield Federal Building in Laguna Niguel, CA.”30

27

https://www.regulations.gov/docket/GSA-GSA-2019-0002.
Id.
29
Id.
30
https://www.regulations.gov/docket/GSA-GSA-2019-0002/document.
28
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Ultimately, after finding the correct page for this rulemaking docket,31 the page alerts
users to 18 comments submitted to GSA, but we could find no way to access 17 of those 18.
Any reasonable user would be at a loss to know whether those comments exist or are available
on Regulations.Gov at all.

31

https://www.regulations.gov/docket/GSA-GSA-2019-0002.
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APPENDIX B: Technical Problems with Regulations.Gov API
This narrative details how GSA policies and technological problems with the
Regulations.Gov API make it impossible for an external web application to effectively use the
API to better present regulatory data.
The API keys issued by Data.Gov for the eRulemaking Program artificially restrict the
number of API requests allowed in a given time period that external websites can make for
Regulations.Gov data. The eRulemaking Program initially employs the default Data.Gov rate
limit of 1,000 “calls” per hour with each API key.1 This means that an external website can
request no more than 1,000 pieces of data in an hour. If an external website exceeds this limit,
the external website will be temporarily blocked by Regulations.Gov until the hour passes.2
While web developers may request an increase to this limit, experience shows that, under
an informal policy established during the Trump administration, the eRegulations Program
denies all such requests through what can only be described as bureaucratic runaround. A web
developer wishing to build a workaround application recently requested a rate limit increase to
6,000 calls per hour and included his analysis of the technological need for the increase.3 Nine
days later, he was told that his rate limit could be increased only to 2,000 calls per hour because
“we are not increasing rate limits beyond 2,000 requests/hour at this time.”4 Then, two weeks
after that, he was informed with no explanation that his rate limit had been reverted to 1,000 calls
per hour.5 Upon inquiry, he was told that “Rate increase requests that are approved are approved
for a two-week time limit at the higher amount. After two weeks the key reverts back to the
default 1000 calls per hour.”6
GSA’s refusal to permanently increase the 1,000 call-per-hour limit for a given API key
upon request obliterates the value of GSA’s promise that an API key “will allow users to find
creative ways to present regulatory data.” For many rulemaking dockets, it is barely enough for
an external website to access a single docket in an hour. Take, for example, Docket No. HHSOS-2020-0012, the docket for the recently stayed Sunset Rule. The e-docket contains the docket
itself, the proposed rule, the final rule, three supporting documents, and 530 comment
submissions. A single API “call” can retrieve a list of up to 250 comments for a given
document. But because those results do not include sufficient information for a user to make a
determination about whether to view detail for the comments (i.e., there is no one-stop list of
basic information like author, organization, the existence of attachments, or a preview of the
comment text), a third-party application would need to separately “call” the api.Regulation.Gov
server 535 times (once for the docket, once for the documents on the docket, three times for the
1

The Regulations.Gov API webpage says that the limit is 500 calls per hour for “commenting.” See
https://open.gsa.gov/api/regulationsgov/ (last visited May 6, 2021). But that page directs users to API.Data.Gov,
which says that the limit is 1,000 calls per hour. See https://api.data.gov/docs/rate-limits/ (last visited May 6, 2021).
2
See https://api.data.gov/docs/rate-limits/.
3
Attachment D at 1 (email exchange with eRulemaking Program).
4
Id. at 2.
5
Id. at 5.
6
Id. at 5.
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comment list on the proposed rule document, and once for each individual comment) simply to
generate an index comparable to what used to be readily accessible through the old version of the
website, giving a user a hint about whether they may want to view the full comment.
A third-party website using such an API key would not be able to support a single user
that needs to access more than one e-docket the size of the Sunset Rule docket in an hour, much
less multiple users. And the Sunset Rule is not a particularly extreme example; consider Docket
No. HHS-OCR-2019-0007-0001, the docket for a proposed rule under Section 1557 of the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. That e-docket contains a proposed rule and 155,966
comments. For an external website to display an index with basic descriptions of these items
would require 155,971 separate calls to Regulations.Gov. The artificial rate limit means that it
would take an external website 156 hours—or 6 1/2 days—to simply provide users with a usable
index of an e-docket’s contents.
The rate limit problem is exacerbated by the agencies’ poor and inconsistent use of
critical comment detail data fields. For example, on the docket for the Sunset Rule discussed
above, the data in the “title” field is the same for every comment (“Public Submission Comment
on FR Doc # 2020-23888”),7 and the comments themselves have data in the fields for “Submitter
Name” and “Organization Name.”8 But on Docket No. EPA-HQ-OPP-2019-0080, the docket for
a rulemaking by the Environmental Protection Agency, the agency has inexplicably listed the
author and organization in the title of the comments and left the fields for author and
organization blank.9 A machine cannot sort or filter data in any meaningful way when the data
fields are used in such drastically different ways.
And the ability of a third-party web application to use information from the comment
data fields (even if the agencies were to use the fields properly) is further impeded by the
improper sorting and filtering options in the API and the insufficient data that
api.Regulations.Gov provides in response to an API call for a comment list. For example, when
a third-party machine requests a list of comments for document FAA-2018-1084-0001 (objectId
0900006483a6cba3), the information returned includes the following fields for each comment:
"documentType" : "Public Submission"
"lastModifiedDate" : "2019-03-18T14:29:30Z"
"highlightedContent" : ""
"withdrawn" : false
"agencyId" : "FAA"
"title" : "Comment from Jeramie Scott"
"objectId" : "0900006483aed8d8"
"postedDate" : "2019-03-18T04:00:00Z"10
7

https://www.regulations.gov/document/HHS-OS-2020-0012-0001/comment
E.g., https://www.regulations.gov/comment/HHS-OS-2020-0012-0511.
9
https://www.regulations.gov/document/EPA-HQ-OPPT-2019-0080-0001/comment;
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OPPT-2019-0080-0559.
10
For a look at the returned information in raw form, see
https://api.regulations.gov/v4/comments?filter[commentOnId]=0900006483a6cba3&api_key=DEMO_KEY.
8

2

This means that a third-party application can make a single API call to generate an index
of comments that contains this data. But these fields do not contain adequate information for a
user to make an informed decision about whether to view the comment in detail. Specifically, it
does not include fields for author, organization, comment text, or whether the comment has an
attachment. Unless the server includes more fields in the comment list request, a third-party
website must make a new call for each individual comment, in order to generate a usable
comment index. Notably, this example also illustrates how the inconsistent use of data fields is
problematic. While the comment author is clearly visible to the human eye in the “title” field, a
machine is not capable of parsing the name from the rest of the text accurately, particularly when
the format of the description changes between agencies.
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Regulations.gov Help Desk regulations@erulemakinghelpdesk.com 11ia amazonses.com
to-
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When replying, type your text above this line.
Notification of Request Change
The following changes have been made to this Request: Changed Status to Closed from Open, Changed Request data or
Contact data, Changed most recent Description, Appended a Additional Comments., Added Assignee : Helpdesk.

Regs Bet all
Request:
Regs Beta: Rare limit increase request
Request Number: 3787

Workspace:

Priority:

Working

Status:

Closed

Date:
03/01/2021 Time:
13:39:43
Creation Date: 03/01/2021 Creation Time:
Created By:
RegsUser

Click here to view Reguest In Browser

Addit ional Comments:
Entered on 03/01/2021 at 13:39:43 EST (GMT-0500) by Pat M:
Thank you for reaching out to Regulations.gov regarding API V4. For information pertaining to t he rollout of AP! V4 including
updating rate limit s, please send your Inquiry t o t he fol lowing email address:
erulemaking~Rl@gsa.gov
T hank you,
Regulations.gov Help Desk

Entered on 03/01/2021 at 13:39:43 EST (GMT-0500) by Pat M:
Hello! I am req uesting an increase to my rate limit for the GSA rggulations.gov API. The documentation on your site
(htt~P.en.gg_,_gov(aP.i/regulationsg.2.l/L) refers developers to the data .9.Q.:'. page (htt12s://a12i.data .gov/docs/rate-iimits()
which asks that any rate limit increase request be sent to the controlling agency for the API (GSA in this case). My current
limit is the default 1,000 per hour limit. I would like an Increase to a minimum of 6,000 AP! requests per hour.
Reasoning : I am building a lightweig ht web-based tool for explori ng comments on dockets/documents for legal professionals
(this is functionality currently missing from the new rcgulaltions.gQY website). This is a NON-PROFIT web application and will
never charge users. I am requesting my limit be increased to support for than a couple users at a time. Ev en with a very small
user population the AP! requests pile up into the hundreds. The reason is that every document that users want to get detailed
comments for requi res separate API calls for every comment. For example, if a user is looking at document X and there are
139 comments on it, I wil l need to make 140 API requests (the document plus each comm ent).
A sing le legal professional may look at the comments on a dozen documents in a day across a few different docket n um bers.
An d I hope to support more than a coup le professionals using the app per day. In addition t o t his rate limit increase, I have
implemented temporary server-side caching of records and comments to prevent q uick-succession, repeat hits to the APL
My math for AP! usage estimation for DAILY limit :
( (1 docket+ average 3 documents + average 100 comments ) * 5 dockets per day) = 520 API calls per user per day.
To support 100 users per day:
((5 20 calls per day * 100 users)/ 9 hours per day)

5,778 AP! requests per hour

Thank you in advance. If you are interested, the en t ire code for the application is open source here:
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Hello! I sent the request below to the f!lQUlations.gov support desk, but they indicated that should send the request to this address. Please see
my request below to increase my API rate limit. Happy to provide any additional context or information.
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Hello, I have not heard anything back on this request. Any update?

-

eRulemaking API <erulemakingapi@gsa.gov>
to eRulemaking,_
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Apologies for the delay. Unfortunately,

*

are not increasing rate limits beyond 2000 requests/hour at this time. I have increased your rate limit to

2000 requests/hour.
Thanks,
eRulemaking Team.
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